STRATCO, Inc. designs Contactor™ reactors and Grease Kettles in any size to suit the Customer’s needs.

STRATCO, Inc. has been:

• Designing entire Grease Plants

• Offering turn-key projects from refining base oils to lube plants to grease production

• Designing equipment fabricated according to the regulations of pressure vessel fabrication for different countries

• Developing formulations with Customers in our Research & Development Laboratory

• Designing and supplying long-lasting equipment for the Petrochemical Industry

• Designing and supplying kettles fabricated for pressure or atmospheric operation

• Authoring and co-authoring technical papers with our Customers, providing the Industry with 89 years of mixing expertise

• Testing and supplying chemicals for your formulations

The STRATCO® Contactor™ reactor + STRATCO® Kettles = Value Added for You, our Customer!